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            My family history

        

        

    
    
        Whilst researching his family history, Vic found that many of his ancestors were connected to wild places as gamekeepers, shepherds, millers, gardeners or agricultural labourers. His lifelong love…
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        Lancashire Wildlife Trust is working with Moorfield Primary school in Irlam to deliver both indoor and outdoor education on the mossland habitat. This includes the history of the area, and the…
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        Tim has volunteered at Astley Moss for five years, helping to increase the water levels on the bogs back to their historic healthy levels. He especially loves watching the birds return to this…
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            Two years on: Wild Woodbury rewilding project restores the natural course of the River Sherford and increases biodiversity

        

        

    
    
        Two years have passed since we acquired the 170-hectare site in Bere Regis. In the second year we carried out the landscape-changing Stage-0 River Restoration which has boosted the biodiversity…
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            Natural solutions to the climate crisis

        

        

    
    
        Will Parsons, The Wildlife Trusts’ public affairs officer, reveals the role natural habitats play in tackling the climate crisis.
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            New project promotes ‘Natural Sparkle’ for people in Dorset 

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust (DWT) has launched an exciting new health and wellbeing project, ‘Natural Sparkle’.  Supported by Southern Co-op, the project aims to provide a suite of nature-based…
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            Common bistort

        

        

    
    
        Look for the delicate, pink flowers of Common bistort in wet meadows, pastures and roadside verges. It is also known as 'Pudding Dock' in North England because it was used to make a…
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            Dorset Wildlife Trust calls for a unified stand on our natural environment

        

        

    
    
        We at Dorset Wildlife Trust, the largest nature conservation charity in the county, urge local political leaders to reinforce their dedication to the natural environment and sustainable growth.…
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            Dorset Wildlife Trust partners with Natural England to acquire Lyscombe Farm 

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust and Natural England have purchased 335 hectares of chalk downland and farmland at Lyscombe, 10 miles north-east of Dorchester. The land has been acquired for nature…
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            Slow the flow: rivers are a natural solution to climate change.

        

        

    
    
        Years of modification and human intervention has left less space for water to flow through our rivers. In turn, we face higher risks of flooding as well as detrimental effects on our habitats and…
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            Natural England grant to fund ambitious Species Recovery Programme across Dorset

        

        

    
    
        Dorset Wildlife Trust has been awarded a share of a £14.5 million grant by Natural England as part of the government commitment to reduce species at risk of extinction in the UK.
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            Intent to act for nature’s recovery needs to be upfront in the Queen’s Speech

        

        

    
    
        The Wildlife Trusts have long called for ambitious new laws that aim to turn this around and put nature into recovery, and we hope the next week’s Queen’s Speech will mark another significant…
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